
NOTE ON A SINGULAR FUNCTION OF MINKOWSKI1

J. R. KINNEY2

1. Introduction. H. Minkowski introduced the function y = ?(x) for

the purpose of mapping the rationals in the unit interval into the

solutions of quadratic equations, in a continuous, order-preserving

manner. The function has been studied by A. Denjoy [2] and R.

Salem [4], who related it to expansions in continued fractions, estab-

lished its singularity, and found other interesting properties. The

function is strictly monotone, increasing continuously from zero to

one as x increases from zero to one, so it can be used to define a com-

pletely additive probability measure. We will write ?(^4) =/a</?(x).

Our result is stated in terms of a Lipschitz condition and fractional

dimension, which are defined as follows:

Let C„ = {I j \ be a set of intervals covering E where ju ̂  max, | /y|.

We call C„ a covering of E of norm ft, and define T(a, C„, E)= ¿^\ 7,| ".

The a-dimensional measure of E is T(a, E) — lim^.o g.l.b.c„ T(a, Cß, E).

The Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimensional number ß(E) is ß(E)

= inf(0|rm £)=0)=sup(/3|r(/3, £)=«,).
We say that/(x) G Lip a at x if for every e>0, there is an h(e)

such that, for h<h(e), (2h)"+'<\f(x+h) -f(x-h)\ <(2h)"-e.
We let a= [2/¿log2 (l+x)d?(x)]~l. We wish to show the

Theorem. There is a set A with ?(A) = ? [(0, 1) ] = 1, for which

(1) ß(AC\B)=aifi(B)>0,
(2) ?(at) GLip a at x for xElA.

2. Definition and properties of ?(x). The »th section of the interval

[0,1 ] into "mediants" is a set of points Sn = {r(n, i)} = \p(n, i)/q(n, i)}

such that

p(0, 0) = 0, p(0,1) = ç(0,0) = ?(0,1) = 1, p(n, 2Ï) = p(n - 1, i),

(1) q(n, 2i) = q(n - 1, i),p(n, 2* - 1) = p(n - 1, i - 1) + p(n - 1, i),

q(n, 2i — 1) = q(n — 1, i — 1) + q(n — 1, i).

We let I(n, i) = (r(n, i — l), r(n, i)], J(n, x)=J(n, i) for xG-7(w, i),

I(n,i) = ((i-\)2~n, i-2~"], I(n,y)=I(n, i) for yG/(«, i). We define:

(2) ?(K»»*)) = i -2-".
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For y= 7.v(i)2~iÇ=I(n. i) we let

,,,      s P(n,i-\)    P(n,i)
M{n, y) =

q{n, i - 1)    q(n, i)

From (1) we see that

M(n-\-l, y)

p{n, i—l)+y(n-\-l)p(n, i)    p(n,i—l)(l—y(n-}-l))+p(n,i)

q(n, i—l)+y(n+l)q(n, i)    q{n, i—l)(l — y(n+l))+q(n, i)

If we let

1       1 — y(n)

yin)
A(n,y) =

Hence, since

M(0,y)

we have, by induction,

(3) M(n,y) =

,    M(n-\- i,y) = M(n,y)A(n + l,y).

0 1

1 1

0 1

1 1
l\A{j,y).

Since det A(j, y) = 1 and | J(n, x)| = |det M(n, y)\/q(n, i—\)q{n, i),

(4) | J{n, x) |   = l/q(n, i — \)-q{n, i)      for x G J(n, i).

Since for positive b, d, a/b<c/d implies a/b<{a-\-c)/(b-\-d)<c/d,

we see by induction that {r(n, i)} is monotone in i for every n. By

an easy induction we see from (1) that q(n, k) = 1 for all n and k,

and so from (1), minyç(«, 2j— 1) j^miny q(n — l, 2j—1) + 1, which im-

plies miny q(n, 2j—l) =w. It follows from (4) that max,- J(n, j) = \/n

since either i or i— 1 must be odd. Hence 5 = U„ S„ is a dense set.

Since y = ?(x) is defined from one dense set S, to another, the dyadic

rationals, and is strictly monotone and continuous, it can be defined

on the whole interval, still monotone and continuous.

We note that y = ?(x) takes Jin, x) into I(n, y) for y = ?(x). In what

follows, if x and y appear in the same formula, we assume that they

are connected by y = ?(#).

3. Certain limits. We let D*(n, y), I>*(w, y) be the maximum and

minimum, respectively, of q{n, i—1), q(n, i) for yCIin, i). We define
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D*k(n, y) inductively as follows: D*k(n, y)=D*(n, y) for n^k. For

n = tk+s, we suppose D*k(tk, y) defined and let

D*k(tk + s,y) = D*k(tk, y) max{||l, l|| H A(tk + s, y)},

s = 1, • • ■ , k,

the maximum being taken over the two terms of the vector, and

D*k((t + l)k, y)=D*k{tk+k, y). D\{n, y) we define in the same way,

taking minimum in place of maximum. Since both maximum and

minimum of ||a, ¿>|| ITitJ-^ß, j) are monotone in both a and b, we

have, for each k,

Dl(n, y) á £>*(«, y) á D*(n, y) ú D*k(n, y).

We note that

log D*\tk, y) = ¿log max || 1, l\\I[ A(sk + i, y),
>=o ¿-i

log D*{tk, y) = ¿ log min ||l, l|| f[ A(sk + i, y).
•—o ¿—i

(The logarithms are assumed to be to the base 2.) The terms of the

sums are independent, identically distributed random variables, with

respect to Lebesgue measure on the y-axis, so, by the law of large

numbers

log tf**(¿¿, y)      E\ogD*k(k,y)
lira —-=-= E*{k),
<-»» tk k

log DÏ(tk,y)      E\ogD*(k,y)
km-=-= £*(£),
t—»tk k

for almost all (Lebesgue measure) y. We eliminate the exceptional

sets for all k and call the remainder Ä*, A* being the corresponding

x set. Since we have eliminated only a countable number of sets of

measure zero, ?(.4*) = 1.

We note that
«

log D*k(tk + s, y) = log D*k(tk, y) + log max || 1, l|| ]J A(tk + j, y).

Since the second term on the left is a bounded function of j, y,

log D*k(tk + s,y) log D*Kn,y)
hm-= hm- = E*{k).
i-,« Ik -\- s n->» n

A similar argument holds for £>*(«, y). Hence, for all k, I, yCA*,
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„,,,.,.    . e log D*(n, y) log D*(n, y)
E*(k) ¿ hm inf-■ S hm sup-^ E*(l).

n-*» M n->«o n

Suppose yG/(«, i). Then D*(w + 1, y) =D*(n, y) if either q(n, i—1)

^q(n, i) and y(w-f-l)=0, or q(n, i—i)^q(n, i) and y(» + l) = l.

Hence the conditional probability that £>*(rc + l, y) <D*(n, y), given

yi, ■ • • , J», is at most 1/2. Since D*(n, y) and D*(n, y) are non-

decreasing in n, it follows that the conditional probability that

Z?*(ra+ [w1/2], y) <D*(n, y), given yi, ■ ■ ■ , yn, is at most 2_[n 1+1.

Therefore

£{log Z>*(« + [»»/•], y)} 2_[ni/2]        £{logZ)*(W,y)} «

« + [»1/2] « « + [w1/2]

Hence sup £*(&) äinf E*(l), so we have the existence and equality of

log D*(m, y) log Z?*(«, y)
(5) lim-= lim-= inf E*(k) = sup £*(/)

almost everywhere. We call this limit l/2a*.

We note that D*(n + 1, y)=D*(n, y)+D*(w, y) for all » and

y, so log D*(« + l,y) =log D*(n,y) +Iog (l+/(«,y)), where i(w,y)

= Dm(n, y)/D*(n, y). When we sum both sides we see that

log D*(n + 1, y) = 2ZI-1 Iog(l +t(j, y)), since D*(\, y) = 1. Hence

logZ?*(»,y) 1    "
lim-= lim — 2-, log(l + l(j, y))-

n->«> n n->«   n   y=i

Since 0^t(j, y)úí, the terms on the right are bounded and we may

interchange expectations with limits and sums. By (5) the left-hand

side approaches l/2a*, so

(6) 1/2«* = lim - ¿ E{ log(l + l(j, y))}.
«-*•»   W  y=i

P*(m + 1, y)=D*(n, y), D*(n, y) with probability 1/2, 1/2, irrespec-

tive of the values of y(i), i Un, so we have

t(j,y) 1 1     1
(7) t(j + 1, y) = >     —-—       with probability — , — •

1 + ¿0.30       ! + *0. y) 22

We let r„= {í(w, £)}, k — 1, • • ■ , If"1, be the set of values that

l(n, y) can assume. We wish to show Tn to be some rearrangement

of the set Rn=\r{n, 2j-l)}, j=i, ■ ■ ■ , 2n~l. We observe that

l—r(n, 2j—\)ÇiRn. This can be established from (1) by an easy
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induction. From (7) we see that Tn has the same property. We observe

7\ = i?i = {1/2 }. Hence, if we show that Tn = Rn implies Tn+iC\ [0,1/2 ]

= i?„+in[0, 1/2], we will have established that Tn = Rn for all n. It

will be sufficient to show that:

pin + 1, 2fe - 1) = pin, 2k - 1)  / /       pjn, 2k - l)\

q(n + 1, 2k - 1)      q{n,2k-\)l    I        q{n,2k - \))

pin, 2k - 1)

pin, 2k — 1) + ç(ra, 2¿ - 1)

We assume (a) p{j+\,k)=p{j, k), (b) ?(j + l, k)=p(j, k)+q(j, k), for

all ./<«. We use first (1), then the induction hypothesis, then (1)

again to see that

p{n, 21) = p(n - 1, 21) = pin, I) = p(n + 1, 20,

p{n, 21 - 1) = pin -l,l-l) + p(n- 1,1)

= p(n, I - 1) + i(«, 0 = pin +1,2/- 1),

S(» + 1, 21) = qin, I) = pin -1,0 + qin ~ *> 0

= #(», 20 + qin, 20,

S(n + 1, 21 - 1) = qin, I - 1) + ?(», 0

+ î(h - 1,1 - 1) + pin -1,0 + ?(» - 1, 0

= pin, 21- 1) + qin, 21- 1).

By inspection of (1) we see that (a), (b) hold initially, and hence for

all values of n. Hence (8) is true, so Tn = Rn for all n.

From (7) we mav show by induction that prob {tin,y) =rin,2k — \)}

= 2~"+\ so £{log(l+/(«, y))} = Ef-î log(l+r(», 2j-l))2-"+\
Since rin, 2j—l)CJin — l,j), this sum is the Riemann-Stieltjes ap-

proximation to /o log(l+x)<i?(x). The continuity of log(l+x) in

[0, l] and the fact that lim„<00 | Jin, x) | =0 uniformly in x are suffi-

cient to insure that lim„<0O X)j-il°g(l + rin> %j ~ l))2_n+1

= /¿ log(l+x)á?(x). Since

lim £{log(l + tij, y))} =  f   log(l + *)d?(z),
y—>oo •/ o

the Cesàro means in (6) approach the same limit.

We conclude that a —a*.

4. The Lipschitz condition. Since | Jin, x) | = [D*in, y) • I>*(ra, y) ]~\

(9) lim ( — log | Jin, x) | )/w = 1/a,       # G ^4*.
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Hence \j(n, x)| =2-»'«+»«=[?(/(B, x))]1'«+<><■», so

(10) ?[l(n, x)] =  I J(n, x) \<*+°<l\       x<=A*.

This implies the right-hand side of our Lipschitz condition but not

the left-hand side. We find a set.4C-4*, ?(A) = 1, as follows: We let

C(e) be those x for which

(11) ?(/(«, *)) ^   I J(n, x) |«

for an infinite number of ». Since C(t)(ZcA*, ?(C(e)) =0. We choose

a covering C(A, e) of C(e) by assigning to each xGC(e) the interval

J(n,x) where n = m\n{k\ I(k, x)\ gA, ?(J(k, x)) è | J(k, x)\ »"«}. The

intervals are nonoverlapping since 5„ is a refinement of Sk for all & <«,

and hence, if xi, x2CZJ(n, k)f~\C(e), our procedure will choose J(n, k)

to cover both Xi, x2 at the same step. Also, if Ax < A2, C(Ai, e) G C(A2, e)

in the sense of set inclusion. For a sequence {Ai} with A<4 0,

Di C(Ai, e) = C(í). Hence liniA^o ?(C(A, e))=0, since the measure is

completely additive. We construct L(A, e) and R(A, e) by assign-

ing I(n, i — 1) to L(A, e), J(n, i + 1) to R(A, e) whenever J(n, i)

EC(A, e). We let C*(A, e) = C(A, e)Ui?(A, e)VJZ(A, e). Since ?(J(n, i))
= ?(J(n, i-i)) = ?(/(», ¿+D), ?(L(A, e)) = ?(Ä(A, e)) = ?(C(A, e)), so

limA-o?[C*(A, e)]=0. We let C*(e) =n,-C*(At-, e) for a sequence

{Ai} such that A¿ j 0. We note that ?(C*(e)) =0 since the measure is

completely additive. We let C* = Ui"1 C*(e.) where e¿ = 2_\ C* is a

sum of a countable number of sets of measure zero, so ?(C*)=0.

Hence, if we let A=A *C\cC*, ?(A) = 1.

We suppose xG^4. Then for some A, 2e of the sequences chosen

above, x$C*(A, 2e). We suppose n0 to be the smallest n for which

\j(n, x)\ <A. Un>nB, and J(n, x) =I(n, i), then J(n, i)QcC*(A, 2e).

Hence J(n, i-\)VJJ(n, i)\JJ(n, i+\)<ZcC(A, 2e). Hence, by con-

struction, \J(n, i+s)\ >2-"/<a-2«', s= — 1, 0, 1. If we pick h so that

2-n/(a-2o>¿>2-»/("-2<>-i) then (x-h, x+h)CJ(n, i-\)^JJ(n, i)

\J J(n, i + 1), so 3-2-" = ?(I(n, i - 1) U J(n, i) W J(n, i + 1))
^?((x-h, 3C+Ä)). Hence ?((x-h, x+h)) <3(2h)a~2t and so for h small

enough, ?((x — h, x-\-h)) <(2h)"~'. This implies the left-hand side of

our Lipschitz condition.

5. The fractional dimension of A. We select a covering C(N, e) of

/I by assigning J(n, x) to xG-<4 where

» = min{¿ I k^N, ?(J(k, x)) è  I J(k, x) |a+<}.

That such an « exists follows from (10). The J(n, x) in the covering

are nonoverlapping since each subdivision is a refinement of the pre-
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ceding, so if Xi, x2CJin, i), a member of CiN, e), both select Jin, i)

and not some other interval. Hence, we have

u?|" u /(«,o~|= Z ?[/(»,ol ss E |/Kola+*
Lc(JV,e) J C(N,e) C(JV,e)

= r(« + €, CiN, e), A)

for every N. Hence r(a + e, A) á 1, for every e, so ßiA) ^a.

Let B have ?(5)=2s>0. Let C(/», e) = {x| ?((x-A', x+h'))

> i2h')"~' for some h! <h]. Since our Lipschitz condition holds almost

everywhere, lim^o ?(C(/», e))=0, and we can find ho so small that

?(C(Äo, e)) <s. Take B*=Ar\Bf\cCiho, e). Then ?(£*) >s. We select

a covering of B*, D= {/¿=(x*,-, xj)}, i=l, 2, • ■ • , with |/¿| <ha.

From each /,• we pick a point x,CB* and let /,' =(x¿ —A,-, x¿+a¿),

where Ai = max(x» —x*¿, x*—x<). We note that J/D/¿, | 7/ | á2|7<|.

Since hi<h0, |7/J_»-«è?(7/)« Hence we have: 2"-'r(a-e, 7>, B*)
= Z(2|/.-|)"-eèZ|7,'|°-eèX)?(iï)è?(S*)è5. Since £» was sub-

ject only to the restriction that | 7,-| <h0, Tia — e, B*)>0 for all

e>0, so ßiB*)^a. Since B*CA(~\BCA, a^ßiB*) ^ßiAC\B)

= ßiA) ¿a, and the first statement of the theorem is established.

Comments. The formula (9), being the ratio of logarithms of two

probability measures, is the analogue of the entropy discussed by

C. Shannon [S], or of the dimension discussed by P. P. Billingsley

[l]. The coverings used in §5 are similar to those used by I. J. Good

[3] in his paper on the fractional dimension of sets defined by restric-

tions on expansions of numbers in continued fractions.
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